**Extremely controversial**

*Stanford student* Brian Callaghan described the proposal as "extremely controversial." laghan described the proposal as to look into the outlined it and some objections to it recognition that aid, improving computer facilities, and Stanford residents are happy dorm. moving the placement bureau, and proposal before Easter break, move."

The status of the *Auditorium* last night. He discussed his musical and acting career, in his presentation a performance of "Fame: A Night of Fame," according to John Roos, and the new *Executive Assistant to the President*, will give a report to the Board of Trustees.

An eight-member committee has considered to participate in the exchange program with several classical composers. Hague performed on the piano of several classical composers. Hague said that his musical education and musical background before being "whisked away to Hollywood."

Hague is a Broadway composer, teacher, lecturer, conductor, musician and performer. He was born in Berlin, Germany, and studied at the College of Music at the University of Cincinnati. He worked in Cincinnati as a "King" of Cincinnati.

Hague traveled to New York City after World War II and began composing musicals. His first hit was "Fame: The Musical," which won the Tony Award and the New Musical Award. Hague said that "the most exciting thing about winning the award was that Washington was very proud of me."

Between writing shows, Hague decided to write a book about how to make a living as a composer. Since he has begun reaching the art of auditioning, he has attended 30,000 auditions.

Hague was asked by a casting director to audition for the part of professor Shorofsky in the movie "Fame." He got the part and made the movie in New York. The television series came as a total surprise to Hague. "It was like a dream came true but I never dreamed," said Hague. Hague performed on the piano during the audition scene, playing his "Gargantuan Fugue," the first tune he ever performed on his first job. He also played variations of "Fever: Fugue Polkas," imitating the style of several classical composers.

Hague's advice to young artists is to "prove that you can do it. When you go on your first audition, you must have a certain show, an understanding of theatre and hard work into the scene." He stressed the importance of hard work and dedication.

Hague included in his presentation a performance of "Did I Ever Really Love," a song which professor Shorofsky has performed on *Fame.*

---

**ND prof: Washington to win**

By PAUL MCGINN

Executive Editor

A record 125 million people will vote in today's Chicago mayoral election. The election of 1983-84 budgets are now being discussed in the city's primary political parties. The city's election will be considered to be a "black book of issues, and finance, for a transition team together."

Tomorrow's Observer will provide on-the-spot coverage of today's Chicago mayoral election.

---

**Fame star reflects on acting experience**

By CINDY BOYLE

News Staff

The scene might have been the School for the Performing Arts, as professor Shorofsky from the NBC television series *Fame* discussed his musical and acting career last night at Saint Mary's.

During his lecture, entitled "Fame: From Albert Hague to professor Shorofsky: Converting Your Musical Education Into a Livelihood," Hague reviewed his musical education and musical background before being "whisked away to Hollywood."

Hague is a Broadway composer, teacher, lecturer, conductor, musician and performer. He was born in Saint Mary's, Germany, and studied at the College of Music at the University of Cincinnati. He worked in Cincinnati as a "King" of Cincinnati.

---

**Saint Mary's seniors start new tradition**

By HELEN LUCATIS

News Staff

A new tradition of recognizing a senior who best represents her class will be instituted by the Saint Mary's class of 1983. The award will be presented at the Senior-Adults' brunch on April 30.

"It's a different kind of award from the usual academic or spiritual one," according to Saint Mary's dean.

The award will be based on a student's involvement in academic affairs, student affairs, half-activities, class and spiritual events, and sporting activities.

"The award will be presented to a student who best represents our community, which is something that has never before existed," says Kahn, "the most important part of the award is that it recognizes someone who has something to offer for what they have done.

Any senior wishing to nominate a fellow Saint Mary's student can do so by submitting a signed letter, which should include a paragraph describing how that person best exemplifies a Saint Mary's woman of the Class of 1983, to the LeMans desk by April 22.

---

**Number one in the country**
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By TOM MOVIE

Staff Reporter

The status of the *Kennan-Stanford* Fellowship co-residential resolution was discussed at the first meeting of the new student senate last night in Hayes-Hayes.

Student Body President Brian Callaghan described the proposal as "extremely controversial." He outlined it and some objections to it for the new senate members, saying, "the main problem is that Fuller and Stanford residents are happy where they are and don't want to move."

Although the Hall Presidents Council failed to reach the two-thirds majority required for approval before Easter break, Callaghan said, "A group of HPC members are forming a committee to look into the issue." This committee will report to the HPC at next week's meeting.

In noting that support does exist for the measure, Callaghan cited a vote by Stanford residents who favored the plan by a 2:1 margin. He said their approval was a message of recognition that "something must be done eventually." Although they would prefer to remain in their dorms.

The University Board of Trustees will review this and other proposals at their May 5 meeting. The other issues include increasing financial aid, improving computer facilities, moving the placement bureau, and increasing social space. The group of students who will present these ideas include Callaghan, Student Body Vice President Peggy Provost, and the new HPC chairman.

---

**ND prof: Washington to win**

By PAUL MCGINN

Executive Editor

A record 125 million people will vote in today's Chicago mayoral election. The election of 1983-84 budgets are now being discussed in the city's primary political parties. The city's election will be considered to be a "black book of issues, and finance, for a transition team together."

Tomorrow's Observer will provide on-the-spot coverage of today's Chicago mayoral election.

---

**Fame star reflects on acting experience**

By CINDY BOYLE

News Staff

The scene might have been the School for the Performing Arts, as professor Shorofsky from the NBC television series *Fame* discussed his musical and acting career last night at Saint Mary's.

During his lecture, entitled "Fame: From Albert Hague to professor Shorofsky: Converting Your Musical Education Into a Livelihood," Hague reviewed his musical education and musical background before being "whisked away to Hollywood."

Hague is a Broadway composer, teacher, lecturer, conductor, musician and performer. He was born in Saint Mary's, Germany, and studied at the College of Music at the University of Cincinnati. He worked in Cincinnati as a "King" of Cincinnati.

Hague traveled to New York City after World War II and began composing musicals. His first hit was "Fame: The Musical," which won the Tony Award and the New Musical Award. Hague said that "the most exciting thing about winning the award was that Washington was very proud of me."

Between writing shows, Hague decided to write a book about how to make a living as a composer. Since he has begun reaching the art of auditioning, he has attended 30,000 auditions.

Hague was asked by a casting director to audition for the part of professor Shorofsky in the movie "Fame." He got the part and made the movie in New York. The television series came as a total surprise to Hague. "It was like a dream came true but I never dreamed," said Hague.

Hague performed on the piano during the audition scene, playing his "Gargantuan Fugue," the first tune he ever performed on his first job. He also played variations of "Fever: Fugue Polkas," imitating the style of several classical composers.

Hague's advice to young artists is to "prove that you can do it. When you go on your first audition, you must have a certain show, an understanding of theatre and hard work into the scene." He stressed the importance of hard work and dedication.

Hague included in his presentation a performance of "Did I Ever Really Love," a song which professor Shorofsky has performed on *Fame.*
A series of four lectures on Gilbert Chesterton's participation in the field of science, to be given by Faber Stanley L. Jaki of Seton Hall University, will begin tonight in the Book Room of the Memorial Library. The talks, slated to continue through Friday, will be all held at 8 p.m. in the Rare Book Room. Jaki, a Hungarian-born physicist and theologian, is also a leading figure in the field of biotheology. Chesterton (1874-1936) was not only a journalist, poet, and literary critic, but also a controversial social reformer and a critical of his own and others' letters. Jaki's talks will include: "Chesterton: Interpreter of Science" tonight; "Chesterton: Adventurous from Science" tomorrow; "Chesterton: Critic of Evolutionism," Thursday; and "Chesterton: Champion of the Universe," Friday. Aided by a grant from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, the series is sponsored by Notre Dame's Program of Liberal Studies, Department of History, the Center for Philosophy of Religion, the Department of the Special Collections, the Jacques Maritain Center and Notre Dame Chestertonians. — The Observer

Elisabeth Schusssler Fiorenza, professor of Theology at Notre Dame, has received a Fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for 1983. Fiorenza has proposed a study and commentary on the Book of Revelation. She is one of 292 scholars, scientists and artists chosen by the Foundation's Committee of Selection to receive a grant. There were 3,571 applicants in the Foundation's fifty-ninth annual competition. The institution's having the most faculty members chosen as Fellows are Cornell University with 11, Harvard University and Stanford University both with 9, and the University of California at Berkeley with 8. Over $5.5 million in grants were awarded by the Foundation this year. — The Observer

Dr. Edward Albee says he refuses to teach college courses because he would complete the lessons in a half hour and then have nothing to do for the rest of the semester. Albee spoke to 50 students at John Hopkins University, where he taught a 20-week course. Albee advised: "I think the major speeches by the main characters given on stage and not off. Have the climax toward the end. Know what you want people here and do not read masterpieces. In this way, you'll save some. If anything, it's encouraging. And that's about it. I taught you everything I know about this in about 26 minutes." He commented briefly on the critical mostly negative reviews of "The Man Who Had Three Arms," his latest Broadway play "If they had reviewed the play as a play I had written instead of as a play they had hoped I had written, then the reviews would have been better," said Albee. — AP

The South China tiger is in danger of extinction, a Chinese researcher said yesterday. Fewer than 50 of the tigers live in the wild, said Tan Bang of the Fuzhou Zoo. His comments appeared in the China Daily. Indiscriminate hunting and the encroachment of farmland on forests have whittled the population of the tiger, which is in the Chinese New Year. Tan said in China and abroad are about 50 tigers, he said. There had been a few cases of tigers attacking human, and more cases of tigers killing cattle and pigs as the disappearance of forests forced them to seek food near towns. — AP

Vladimir G. Lomonosov has been relieved of his duties as chairman of the state Committee for Labor and Social Affairs. "In connection with a transfer to another job," Tass reported yesterday, "Vladimir G. Lomonosov, 64 and chairman for six years, had been replaced by Yuri Batalin, 55. Batalin had been a first deputy minister of construction of the oil and gas industry for I year. He commented briefly on the connection with a transfer to another job as follows: Cornell University with 11, Harvard University and Stanford University both with 9, and the University of California at Berkeley with 8. Over $5.5 million in grants were awarded by the Foundation this year. — The Observer

Choosing a ringmaster As Chicago braces itself for today's decisive mayoral election, it is time for the country to brace itself for the next national circus known as the presidential elections of 1984. For political junkies, the coming contest should be Utopia. Close watchers of the race know it that began shortly after Jimmy Carter fled back to the peach fields in 1980. His always happy and smiling wife president was widely criticized by Republicans and commonly absent from events sponsored by Carter types and anyone else with a brand. When Carter publicly endorsed Mondale as a presidential candidate in 1984, a frightened Mondale disappeared to a Canadian hunting lodge to blast ducks and avoid talking. Giving "inner courtesies" from Carter. Right now, Mondale is leading the pack of Democratic dogs for the party nomination. He has done this by adopting the image - son of strength of politicians a not in favor of strengthening our nation's defense to provide a secure nation for our children, but we must stay on the job and have something with ten trillion dollars. The other democratic hopefuls were a diverse array. Senator John Glenn can give Mondale a real challenge. After all, what's better than a movie star? — a real astronaut. To answer that question is still asked for his autograph, even by opponents. This fall, Glenn's image will be further enhanced by the release of the movie, "The Right Stuff." Based on the popular and witty book by Tom Wolfe, sources say that Glenn is portrayed in the movie as a bally-hoing scout. By playing on his heroic image, Glenn can appeal to the presidential image favored by so many voters. However, the presence of Jerry Brown's politics, he will have to portray his astronaut image carefully, and the movie image is based on Al. Spaceuan. Gary Hart is a senator from Colorado. He was already well into Campaign '84 during his appearance here last fall. His advisors and aides are veterans of the JFK campaign six years in advance. Allowing extra time to get a tip and task for his saging jogs. None of the other candidates are standouts. Unlike Jimmy Carter, who overcame his obstacles by showcasing his smiling abilities early, others have yet to make much of a dent on the national consciousness. For the Republican side, it appears that unless sensibility replaces his brain to a jelly bean, Reagan will run again. However, should he choose to retire with his boxes and nancy in California, a bevy of candidates including Bush, Baker, Dole and Kemp await. Most of these fellows are hiding their time until they take on Kennedy in '88. Key to the hoopla of Campaign '84 is the press. They can take 1984's smallest verbal error or strategic blunder and turn it into a full blown. The levels of coverage will doubtlessly break all records. Residents of New Hampshire can look forward to hordes of reporters and nevers who are trumpeting their lives and interviewing their cows. — AP

Although Campaign '84 will at times resemble an ab- scended comedy, it isn't worth all the allegations, hot air, flapping jaws, shrieking headlines, and roaring rhetoric. If it will once again produce for the American people the best candidates possible! — AP
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Attention Freshmen!
Sign ups for Sophomore Literary Festival have been extended through April 15!
Student Union Office
2nd Floor LaFortune
Attention Seniors, Sophomores, and Grad Students:
Establish Credit Visa and Master Charge $12 instead of $25!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE Monday, April 11 through Friday, April 15
11 AM to 3 PM in LaFortune
Sponsored by St. Joe Bank and ND Finance Club
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American men expand role in family life

By KEVIN BINGER

The world of the typical 'Dick and Jane family' in which men bring home the bacon and see themselves as superior to women, is no longer practicable, said Dr. Donald Bell of Harvard University last night. Bell's comments were not new to many in the audience. One man in the audience, Dr. Bell's son, said that corporations are starting to be more sensitive to the needs of families. He stated that his company would not promote him because he would not work overtime, and he wished to spend more time with his two children.

"This is not a wholesale, overnight revolution, but a piece by piece change," said Bell.

Saint Mary's Board plans new shuttle schedule

By MARY ANN POTTER

A new schedule for the shuttle which runs between Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s is being discussed by the Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s student activities offices.

This announcement was made by the 1983-84 Saint Mary’s board of governance, which held its first meeting last night. The new schedule would make the University Village Apartments, which are con sidered on-campus housing, a regular stop on every shuttle run. The shuttle is proposed to leave Saint Mary’s, and instead of going down Notre Dame-Saint Mary’s Road, it would travel down U.S. 31 to the University Village Apartments. The next stop would be the Notre Dame Memorial Library.

There are presently four trips made to the University Village Apartments during the day. The board of governance wants to get feedback from the students so that they can make some proposals that would support," according to Student Body President Bill Beal.

In other action at the meeting:

• May is International Peace Day. The tentative schedule of events at Saint Mary’s begins with a Mass at 11:30 a.m. Sunday. Live music on LeMans courtyard will follow the Mass from 1 p.m. until 3:30 p.m. Other events, such as lectures and more live music, are on the schedule of events for Peace Day.

• A special movie preview of “The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez,” not to be released to the public until September, will be shown this Thursday in Monette Seminary at 7:00 p.m. The movie is being offered free of charge.

• The An Tostal event “Mr. Campas” will be held at Saint Mary’s as part of Gentle Thursday activities at 7:30 p.m. It will be followed by the Beer Garden.

• Registration for the “Walk for World Hunger” will be held in the LeMans lobby today from 11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. The event is a ten mile walk, which will be held this Saturday at 10:00 a.m. in Leeper Park.

Lectures in Judaica

Author discusses monotheism

By GRETCHEN PICHLER

The question of Jewish mono­ theism and its implications was dis cussed last evening by Michael Wyschogrod, chairman of the philosophy department at Baruch College City University of New York.

Wyschogrod’s presentation was the fifth in a series of lectures sponsored by the Luce Lectures in Judaica, which brings noted Jewish historians and scholars to the Notre Dame campus each year.

Using the new translation of the Bible, passover, Deuteronomy 6:4, which follows the Greek metaphysi cal tradition of the oneness of God, Wyschogrod explained that the real issue is “not the idea of God becoming a metaphysical God when He wasn’t before, but rather His being totally God wonderful.”

This passage from Deuteronomy, which correctly translated reads, “Hear, O Israel; the Lord is our God, the Lord is one,” is important because its emphasis is on the idea that God “can only be served with all of the heart, of all the mind, and all of the soul,” he said. The context is also important, Wyschogrod explained, because it relates Moses’s fear “that the people may become disobedient . . . that their loyalty will be divided” and because of Moses’s response that the people may accept the Biblical God as the only God.

Wyschogrod used the internal, philosophically-oriented aspect of God to explain that “the essence of God is totally simple — one cannot apply adjectives to Him” because it would add “an aspect of multiplicity to His being.

Although the term monotheism may be described to many religions such as Judaism, Christianity, and Is­ lami, “the issue is not monotheism in the abstract, but the question of whether the Biblical God is the one true God or not,” he said.

“Biblical monotheism is the hope that all of humanity will bear the one and only God,” he said.

Wyschogrod has written several books, including Kierkegaard and Heidegger: The Ontology of Exist is, and Jews and Jewish Chris­ tianity.

The University Board will review this and other proposals at their May 3 meeting.

Final lecture

Lerner values creative education

By AMY STEPHAN

Education should involve more than just absorbing facts for a test next Thursday. According to Max Lerner, evaluation is not only not the cognitive aspect of a person, but also one’s needs, roles and values.

Lerner, the Welch professor of American Studies at Notre Dame, will discuss the necessity of “integrating vital aspects of a person” through education and suggested several improvements to our present system of education last night in his third and concluding lecture on “The Integration of Learning.”

“I don’t like the term ‘curriculum-making,’ I wish we could banish it forever,” said Lerner, suggesting that a curriculum should establish ground rules under which students and faculty will work together.

This curriculum should express consensus between the entire student body and the entire faculty. Added Lerner.

Course content and distribution should develop the student as a whole person, he said. “We have to move from a theory of a learning to a triad of theories which address our needs, our roles, and our lives. American educational theory has largely ignored these needs.” Lerner said that these basic human needs include: a sense of growth, security, identity, relating, belonging, believing, and meaning.

According to Lerner, one’s education can only be started in adolescence and early adulthood and must be continued throughout life. “College has no monopoly claim on preparation,” he said, “all of life can be seen as a preparation for whatever remains of life up until the end.”

“Ideally, we should be preparing for the future and living in the present. No one phase of life is preparation for all the rest.”

Lerner noted that the emphasis should be less on courses which transmit knowledge than on modeling which prepares students for life. “The emphasis should be less on courses and more on the human beings in the courses.”

Lerner suggested that teachers break from “the mastery academic situation, which causes us to excl ude ourselves from our own classes, from the room and be only cognitive.”

“Values theory should be part of educational theory,” said Lerner, ad ding that he views “every classroom as a potential arena for confronting values.”

Supplementing teachers by panels of people who question and chal lenge their statements is another of Lerner’s proposals. He commented, “any subject lends itself to diversity of interpretation. Surely we are shortchanging our students by giving them only one interpreta tion.”

Lerner said that he assumes in his theories a measure of creativity in both of these processes involve relating, binding and connecting what has not been before.

AROUND THE WORLD STUDY

Kyoto, Bali, Singapore, Benares, Nairobi, Cairo, Jerusalem, London.

30 university students, drawn from across the United States, will circle the world Sept. 83-May 84 living and studying in the above locations. Accompanied by internationally known senior professors, the selected students will carry a full course load as they explore how societies represent and interpret themselves to themselves and outsiders.

A unique opportunity to study around the world for a full academic year, the International Honors Program seeks mature, motivated candidates who have a high level of academic achievement. Further information may be obtained by calling the office, 217-384-6383 or by writing to the program directly.

THE INTERNATIONAL HONORS PROGRAM
Suite 307-96
1430 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge MA 02138
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Gandhi sweeps awards ceremony

The following is a partial list of winners at the fifty-fifth annual Academy awards.

**Best Picture - "Gandhi"**

**Best Actor - Ben Kingsley, "Gandhi"**

**Best Actress - Meryl Streep, "Sophie's Choice"**

**Best Supporting Actor - Louis Gossett Jr., "An Officer and a Gentleman"**

**Best Supporting Actress - Jessica Lange, "Tootsie"**

**Best Director - Richard Attenborough, "Gandhi"**

**Best Original Screenplay - "Gandhi," written by James Ivory and Christopher Isherwood**

**Best Adapted Screenplay - "Mississippi Burning"**

**Best Original Song - "Up Where We Belong," written by Allee Willis and Jeff sponsor of the movie.**

**Best Original Score - "T.E. the Extra-Terrestrial," written by John Williams**

**Best Documentary Feature - "The Final Cut," directed by Ian West**

**Best Documentary Short Subject - "If You Love This Planet," directed by Susan Eick**

Alleged PLO assassin captured in Portugal

LISBON, Portugal (AP) — Police yesterday arrested a 26-year-old man in connection with the assassination of the PLO's top military commander, Yasser Arafat. The suspect was held in custody until today, when he will be brought to court.

Supporting Actor - Michael Caine, "The Color of Money"**

Supporting Actress - Jessica Lange, "Tootsie"**

Best Director - Richard Attenborough, "Gandhi"**

Best Original Screenplay - "Gandhi," written by James Ivory and Christopher Isherwood**

Best Adapted Screenplay - "Mississippi Burning"**

Best Original Score - "T.E. the Extra-Terrestrial," written by John Williams**

Best Documentary Feature - "The Final Cut," directed by Ian West**

Best Documentary Short Subject - "If You Love This Planet," directed by Susan Eick**

continued from page 1

Epton, if elected, must "count the numbers in the city council. If there are not enough Democrats on the city council, they're going to try to govern." Epton believes that almost certainly will not re-elected if he wins today as "he would have to win 80 percent of the white vote again." But Washington, if victorious today, on the other hand, "has an awfully good chance of being a three-term mayor" if "he does a good job of running the city," Roos said.

In the first thing Washington would have to do is "get hold of the government, and buy himself some time by running the day-to-day administration over to some top people" and by ending the civil service system. Roos said it is "an effort to find ways to eliminate or reduce the need for pesticides. In addition, PLO plans to devote more time to the boycott, including doubling the number of workers who are behind the effort.

FLOC has been seeking the right to represent its members in negotiations with the companies. But the companies have refused, maintaining that the workers are independent and that they should negotiate with the unions. The companies have asked FLOC to take part in the democratic process, but the unions have refused.

John Carroll University's student government will establish a national headquarters in northwest Ohio in 1979 after a strike by migrant workers. The migrant workers' organization was picketing in tomato fields in northwest Ohio in 1978. Since then, FLOC has turned to boycotting the companies and libby's in the area. But the companies have refused, maintaining that the workers are independent and that they should negotiate with the unions. The companies have asked FLOC to take part in the democratic process, but the unions have refused.

For either candidate, "the first 10 days after the election and the first 60 days after the inauguration are crucial... how he acts, the signals he sends," Roos said. Everything for the next few months should be "politically oriented." Stating that if he were in the place of the elected mayor, "I wouldn't/couldn't afford the luxury of the campaign and the boycott... it's a way of life for the people of Chicago."
Special commission recommends MX plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — After struggling for months to find a politically acceptable basing system for the MX missile, a special commission yesterday endorsed President Reagan's plan to develop and deploy the weapon.

Reagan yesterday put virtually all opposition to the MX missile to rest in a speech to the nation, saying that it would help the United States win the cold war.

The commission, appointed by Reagan, recommended a single-warhead missile for deployment in the 1990s. The group said that could be a cornerstone for a new approach to arms control.

During a brief meeting, Reagan formally received the panel's recommendations which will be presented to Congress in the near future.

"Some of my best friends are MX missiles," he joked.

Adelman, who likely will chair the recommendations next week, once Congress has completed battling over a nuclear weapons freeze and the disputed nomination of Kenneth Adelman to head the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

"It's not going to affect the MX missile. It's not going to affect anything. It's going to save the MX missile," an aide said.

In its report, the commission recommended putting MX missile permanently in Minuteman silos and examining the possibility of "hardening" them against attack.

"What we feel has been the most basic function of the commission is the recommendation that the MX missile is needed, that the commission believes the MX missile is needed." But this man will be kept in place on the MX missile because it is so "gutted, purged and starved" that it is unable to do its job.

If it is going too far to say that the Adelman and Disarmament Agency would be an international joke, were it not that the situation is so tragic," Dr. William R. Kincade, executive director of the Arms Control Agency, said today.

The Senate is beginning debate today and is to vote Thursday on President Reagan's nomination of Adelman, 36, deputy executive director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, to head the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

"It is going too far to say that the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency would be an international joke, were it not that the situation is so tragic," Dr. William R. Kincade, executive director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, said today. "The Senate is beginning debate today and is to vote Thursday on President Reagan's nomination of Adelman, 36, deputy U.S. representative to the United Nations, to succeed the ousted Eugene V. Roos- tow as the agency's director.

Adelman's supporters and opponents both predict a close vote. But the leaders of the Republican opposition, Ien Charles Mathias of Maryland, concludes that "you can bet your life that the American people have turned against the preservation of the Mexican missile program."

Applicants now being taken for

Finance Club Staff Positions

Applications due: Friday, April 15 4:00 PM

Information and applications available in Room 225 Hayes - Healy

**Positions open to everyone**

Applications for

ASSISTANT TREASURER STUDENT GOVERNMENT

available in Treasurer's Office

2nd floor LaFortune

Must presently be a Sophomore Accounting major

Further details available in Room 7, 9, and 11

Presented by ND Student Union

NOW IS THE TIME TO RESERVE A SUMMER JOB IN THE ARMY RESERVE!

Why should you think about a summer job now? Because the Army Reserve has many different skills available in the South Bend area. Right now, we are looking for people who would like to be specialists in administration and personnel. Motor transport operators are able to handle anything from jeeps to tractor-trailers, cannon crew members, military police, or instructors.

The Army Reserve will guarantee you summer skill training in advance, if you qualify. You will attend monthly weekend meetings at your local Reserve unit. Then, this summer and next, you will take your basic and skill training full time. And you get full-time Army pay of over $1000 each summer. If you want to get a head start on the summer job hunting season, call or stop by to see:

Sgt. David Messner
125 S. Hill Street
South Bend — 927-3156

Army Reserve. Be All You Can Be.
Editorials

A cry for help - are we ready?

Be prepared — the motto of the Boy Scouts of America — is meaningful to Saint Mary's and Notre Dame. Are we, as communities responsible for the health and well-being of over 13,000 men and women, able to intelligently and effectively handle disasters or personal emergencies? Are we informed enough to know when and whom to seek in the case of an emergency?

Notre Dame has been literally pock-marked by Father Edward Sorin's greatest fear: fire. Fire has claimed the original log chapel, the first administration building, and Saint Edward's Hall. Last year, a fire in the protests' residence, Dorothy Hall, illustrates that structure, and many priests lived there. Last fall, a false alarm at Holy Cross Hall at Saint Mary's created unbelievable confusion as few students knew how to evacuate their rooms. As Notre Dame and Saint Mary's continue their campaign to install more sprinkler systems and fire alarms, they are slowly realizing that the safety of many students was met for many years, jeopardized.

Both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's have failed to consider one important element in the prevention of fires and emergencies: the people. While posters boldly tell students to stay the direction signs, fire drills, and first aid procedures in dormitories and classroom buildings, faculty, staff and students grow less and less aware of the need to remain alert to a possible emergency.

A recent incident involving a diabetic seizure points to the need for further information. Both campuses are staffed by many professionals, those professionals cannot be in all places at all times. There must be a feedback between medical and non medical personnel. That person is each member of this community.

While it would be naive to suggest that every student and staff member learn the basics of firefighting, first aid, and disaster assistance, it is quite reasonable to ask that Notre Dame and Saint Mary's create a program to train its students in how to handle the everyday emergency.

It is essential that the University and College make the information plattered on walls and in books more accessible to students, to at least provide every member of the community with names, addresses, and phone numbers of those to reach in the case of an emergency, and which enumerates the procedure by which to determine how and when to contact health and safety authorities.

Such a program already exists under the upper echelons of dormitories and classroom buildings. Residences, halls directors, rectors, and appointed staff members are in charge of handling emergencies in their buildings. But as so often happens, people lose those responsibilities as they don't practice their skills. And for those who do not know the first names, the procedures and plans of campus and community protection appear even less clear.

The two campuses have made great strides toward preparing their students to respond to emergencies. What is needed now is for the professionals in charge to communicate their expertise to other members of the community so that come the smell of burning wood, sounds of green clouds, or hearing of a siren, the two communities may respond quickly and effectively.

With God at the goal line

To some, it sounded like the fervor of high school sports. Here was Thad Weary, North Carolina State forward, proclaiming to the world, "Some say we are a team of destiny, some say God is on our side. I believe it." 

Steve Pogue

Nothing New

Dear Editor:

Facts and Fantasies About Alcohol, a simple booklet for teenagers called "Some say he got a job in the Air Force or on Stepan Court, 3." Yet generalists on the ranks of pro-athletes reveals a significant number of players who speak about God in both victory and defeat.

John Hammah: "I am probably more intense now than ever because Jesus is in my audience and He expects more of me than I expect from myself." 
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By The Observer and The Associated Press

Seve Ballesteros, bolstered by a birdie-eagle start, took advantage of Tom Watson's three-putt self-destruction and stalked unchallenged to a four-stroke victory yesterday in the day-
laydown of the 47th Masters golf tournament. Ballesteros, 26, a Spaniard who twice has declined to play on the American Tour because he says Spain has a better side to golf with a final round 69 and a 280 total, eight strokes under par at the Augusta National Golf Club course. — AP

An Tostal Golf Tournament signups will be today from 9 to 6 p.m. on the main floor of Lafayette. Two-person teams will sign up for tee times for the nine-hole scramble tournament which will be held Tuesday of An Tostal. — The Observer

The men’s tennis team travels to Evanston, Ill., today to take on Big Ten opponent, Northwestern. Tom Fallon’s squad enters the match with a 17-8 record after coming off a sweep of the Big Ten for the third time in over a decade.

The Winslow place gains must get in touch with us next week; today is the last chance when games are scheduled and when you are to provide umpires. Games will begin tomorrow with reseeded round robin matches — The Observer

continuedfrom page 12

helped my attitude toward playing better. Mine was a bit more hidden. It seems that, over the years, it has almost been a prerequisite for outstanding defensive players to suffer with their injuries before attaining stardom. Seve Niehaus, an All-American in 1975, and Scott Zetlock, a 1980 All-American, suffered through not one but two knee surgery’s before their selections to the elite squads.

Jeff Weston, starting offensive tackle for the New York Giants and defensive tackle for Notre Dame from 1974-1978, had knee surgery in 1976 before becoming a stalwart on the 1977 national championship team as well as the 1978 Cotton Bowl champs. Kevin Glebovski’s knees also went under the knife in 1980. Last year, though, he was the leader of the outstanding Notre Dame “Gold Rush.”

“If you would talk with those guys from the past, I bet they would say that those injuries were really important for them,” says Marshall. “I think that made them work much harder to realize the potential they had out of more of their talent.”

“I feel like I’ve gotten back like they did. I have a lot of confidence in my abilities — the guys on the team know what I’ve been through.”

The year layoff, but hast, had Marshall in the early portions of the spring season.

“It takes away a lot of concentra-
tion,” admits Marshall who is bat-
ing three screws in his right eye from the starting nose tackle position. “I have to have (Negro) and a whole year is going to take it out of me.”

“Then in the summer I’m really excited. I’m going to go to the best shape that I can. That way I’ll be ready in the fall. Then I just have to take it from there and see what happens.”

If all things fall into place, Tim Marshall may be once again — like his first two years — just too good to keep out of the lineup.

Classifieds
Hot streak continues this weekend, however, the Irish will wind down today as the last teams to make the final 256 will be eliminated.

"As long as we keep bringing home a piece of the action," said O'Sullivan, "I'll be happy." The head coach definitely has reason to be happy this point in the season. The 8-1 record the Irish posted after the tournament, we're doing fine." Greg Faust's team is among those that will be playing in the season's biggest tournaments.

"The season is at its turning point," said Faust. "We're somewhat pleased and somewhat not." The team is still able win 21-11 over The Celtics despite some of the poor weather conditions.

"You've paved the way for tournaments to come," said O'Sullivan. Fortunately for Masi, he hit his performance. Despite his own shot at Rudser's mark in the top 256, Masi knew it too. They knew that at any moment we're doing basket." Rudser, by the way, said that he was really excited about the Irish team's performance. At least the team will be spinning on our corner. The Captain Wags team hit a high button.

As the team finished second in the tournament and second in the standings of the two-day event, bringing home the runner-up trophy.

Every Tuesday night in the Terrace Lounge, experience Wild Wheel Crab Races! FREE Registration!!

COUNSELING A new service to the NO community 239-7793 HOURS: 9-11 am Mon-Thurs. Counseling is a free and confidential telephone service for others who have undergone significant trauma in their lives. A wide variety of students' counselors.

Books:...
Bayless pitches Belles to top

By JUDY McMcnAMA
Sports Extra Editor

The Saint Mary's softball program has come a long way since its humble beginning six years ago. Its schedule has been expanded and virtually doubled since Head Coach Scott Besiel gained control of the Belles' softball program four seasons ago.

In addition, Saint Mary's has proved itself a worthy contender by winning the Indiana state championship last May which it hosted on its home field.

Many factors have contributed to the Belles' success, but one player in particular seems to have had a special effect on the Saint Mary's team. Senior pitching ace Mary Bayless has watched many of the changes take place and has been active in helping improve Saint Mary's image as a serious athletic institution.

"Each year we've gotten a little better," says Bayless. "Last year we finally put it all together and won the state tournament."

Bayless has set an example for the rest of the squad as a true team player. Even when asked about her own performance, she mentions how important the entire team's success is for her own.

"Last year had to be my best year because the team itself did so well. That's hard to do with how well we perform," Bayless confesses. Mary, an Evanston, Ill., native, was awarded all-state honors for her play in the state championship last spring. She has also played basketball for Saint Mary's for her three years but decided to concentrate on softball and her studies.

"I don't mind putting in the time necessary to play varsity sport, but playing under Coach Besiel has made playing softball even more worth my time," she says.

When asked how she got mentally ready for a game, Saint Mary's ace says that she puts herself in pressure situations during her warm up.

"I pretend that I pitching a full count while I'm throwing before a game. I usually need a few innings to get some feeling of what the other team is going to do and then I just take it from there."

Mary has been very busy during her years as a Saint Mary's student-athlete. She has been able to handle all the work by staying up a little later at night and gaining an understanding with coaches and professors.

A recent change in Saint Mary's policy toward its athletes' scholastic obligations is a visible sign of the college's new support of its athletic program. Professors are now required to change times of finals and other tests in order to accommodate every athlete's schedule. This has not been common practice but now should help greatly in Saint Mary's quest for a legitimate and competitive athletic program.

But it's going to take more than the college's new policies to successfully compete the guest. It is going to take outstanding players and team leaders that can perform well on the field. There is only one Mary Bayless to go around, though.

"Sometimes you hear a coach say that he's got a 'team,'" says Beisel. "But it's going to take more than the college's new policies to successfully complete the guest. It is going to take outstanding players and team leaders that can perform well on the field."

But first, there is another season to worry about. After six straight cancellations because of bad weather, the Belles are now ready to begin the season today against Grace College on their home field with a doubleheader.

And, once again, Mary Bayless will be ready to do whatever is necessary to get her team off to a good start.

---

1983 TRACK SCHEDULE

Goshen College and Marion College
4/05 away Manchester College
4/09 away Grace College
IUPU-Ft. Wayne
4/09 away Notre Dame
Anderson College and Manchester College
4/16 home Valparaiso
Manchester College
4/21 home Earhart College
Marion College
4/27 home Grace College
Goshen College and Taylor College
Little State
4/30 away State Tourney

1983 SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

Manchester College
Grace College
Notre Dame
Valparaiso
Earhart College
Grace College
Bethel College
Siena Heights College
Manchester College
Notre Dame
Bethel College

State Tourney
5/06-5/07 away IUPU-Indianapolis

The Saint Mary's softball schedule has been changed because of poor weather. One can check the Saint Mary's trackster's actions on action next on April 16 when they take on Dier and Manchester College in a triangular home meet which begins at 10 a.m.
The Notre Dame lacrosse team destroyed Mount Union this Saturday, 28-4. For more details on the game and the upcoming week, see Mike Sullivan’s story below:

Awaits tough MLA foes

Lacrosse destroys Mount Union

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Assistant Sports Editor

Entering Saturday’s game against Midwest Lacrosse Association rival Mount Union College, the Notre Dame lacrosse team was having problems getting behind early, forcing itself to play catch-up. The Purple Raiders from Mount Union, however, may have helped the Irish overcome their problem — and just to time, as the toughest part of their MLA schedule approaches. The conference record now faces its most serious challenge of the year, though, as the Notre Dame schedule in the next two weeks.

The team is going to have to overcome injuries — most of the injured people should be ready for the Spartans — but the Mount Union game may have been just what the team needed — a confidence booster.

IRISH ITEMS — The Irish travel to East Lansing today for a 5-30 game against the Spartans. They will then return home to host Ohio Wesleyan on Saturday at 1-50.

The opening day of the tournament saw half of the teams in action. The winners will advance to the next round, including two teams that won by forfeit.

Remarkable shooting performances — both good and bad — marked the opening day. On the “remarkably good” side, there is Janine Weiss and Mary Paolucci. Paolucci made 10 of her 11 shots, but was not even the most accurate shooter on her team. Weiss was, hitting all 10 of her shots. The two of them led Pretenders to a 21-18 victory over Team #43. The losers had a hot shooter of their own, as Patricia Stevenson made 11 of 15.

Maureen King of The Blow-offs was hoping to get a full shooting performance from some where besides Lyons, Segaran, or the bookstore today. At the American Bookstore, the Blow-offs came away with an easy 21-7 win over the MK TV Crew who shot a combined 7-for-34 from the field.

Notre Dame volleyball captain Mary’s. Still, Scheel’s performance was great when compared with the shooting of Trojan’s Five Orphans. Amy Tenbush and Debbie Parker led the Orphans’ charge by hitting a combined 0-for-28. Moira Rudser, sister of Hoosier Award candidate John Rudser, was one of 20 in the men’s competition, made the Rudser’s a definite candidate for the Hoosier Family Award as she made three of her 19 shots. In fact, the Orphans combined for 9 of 105 shooting in their 21-8 loss to Mort and his Moabites. The American Express Card is recognized and welcomed worldwide, so are you.

If you’re a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know what’s stopping you from getting the American Express’ Card?

You guessed it: Nothing.

Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe so are you. Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed worldwide, so are you.

So call for a special Student Application or look for one at your college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Don’t leave it: $10,000

Call today for an application:

800-526-8000.
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Women’s Bookstore opens for fourth time

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Assistant Sports Editor

If you hear the sound of bouncing basketballs coming from some place besides Lyons, Segaran, or the bookstore today, it’s because Notre Dame-Saint Mary’s women’s basketball team has opened play — Women’s Bookstore.

The tournament opened its fourth year as the Notre Dame-Saint Mary’s women’s answer to the original Bookstore tournament with the round action yesterday at Saint Mary’s. Sixty teams will participate, making it the biggest women’s tournament to date.

“We were hoping to get a full tournament of 64 teams,” says one of the Women’s Bookstore commissio

ners, Kendra Erven. “Sixty teams in a good number, though, because it gives the four seeded teams a by in the first round.”

Each of the four seeds — Oreo, Who Cares’ Last Dood, and We Ain’t So Bad — will be the top seed to four of four sections. Three rounds of games will determine which teams will compete in the sectional finals. The semifinals are scheduled for Friday, April 22, and the championship game is set for 11 a.m., April 24, just before the Bookstore All-Star game.

The opening day of the tournament saw half of the teams in action. The other half of the teams will be playing today. In all, 16 teams agreed to the change.

Remarkable shooting performances — both good and bad — marked the opening day. On the “remarkably good” side, there is Janine Weiss and Mary Paolucci. Paolucci made 10 of her 11 shots, but was not even the most accurate shooter on her team. Weiss was, hitting all 10 of her shots. The two of them led Pretenders to a close 21-18 victory over Team #43. The losers had a hot shooter of their own, as Patricia Stevenson made 11 of 15.

Maureen King of The Blow-offs was hoping to get a full shooting performance from some place besides Lyons, Segaran, or the bookstore today. At the American Bookstore, the Blow-offs came away with an easy 21-7 win over the MK TV Crew who shot a combined 7-for-34 from the field.

Notre Dame volleyball captain Mary’s. Still, Scheel’s performance was great when compared with the shooting of Trojan’s Five Orphans. Amy Tenbush and Debbie Parker led the Orphans’ charge by hitting a combined 0-for-28. Moira Rudser, sister of Hoosier Award candidate John Rudser, was one of 20 in the men’s competition, made the Rudser’s a definite candidate for the Hoosier Family Award as she made three of her 19 shots. In fact, the Orphans combined for 9 of 105 shooting in their 21-8 loss to Mort and his Moabites.

But why do you need the American Express Card now?...
Looking for old starting spot

Marshall battles back from injury

By LOUIE SOMOGYI

"Tim Marshall will start. You just can't keep a player that good out of a lineup."

Such were the words of former Notre Dame football coach Dan Devine after seeing freshman Tim Marshall's first week of practice in the fall of 1980.

Unfortunately, Notre Dame fans found out last year that a player that good indeed can be kept out of a lineup.

Marshall came to Notre Dame as one of the most highly touted players in recent years. He was a consensus prep All-American his senior year at West High School in Chicago and was regarded by many to be the top lineman prospect in the nation. In addition he was honored as the national high school "Catholic Player of the Year"—as an honor won by Tony Hunter and Bob Grable the two previous years.

Finally, he was fearsome enough with his aggressive and talented style of play to earn the title of "Darth Vader in Cleats."

Top Bookstore team takes first game easily

By JEFF BLUMB

There were few surprises in yesterday's Bookstore XII action. As expected, highly seeded Double Decker defeated the Oreo, 50-40.

Double Decker's Billy Vander would be matched up against Pat Collins of Captain Wags. Collins hesitated a bit seeing this match-up and tried to switch with one of his teammates. Vander was persistent, through jokingly following Collins across the court as he moved to switch assignments with his fellow guard.

"In Baltimore, is there life acceptable elsewhere, can't make it in the A.L. East."

A.L. EAST

In Baltimore is there life after Weaver?

By SKIP DESJARDIN

Sports Editor Emeritus

Last season, the Milwaukee Brewers had their best season ever. They put together performances by several players that those players are unlikely ever to repeat. Yet the Brewers didn't clinch the division title until the last day of the season.

It won't happen that way again.

This is the strongest division in baseball. Again. Any one of five teams could win it all. Two could finish anywhere from first to last.

Baltimore — The Orioles lost Earl Weaver, and he won about 50 games himself every year. But, in a mediocre season (for them), they almost won last season. Pitching is the key. Jim Palmer, Dennis Martinez, Scott McGregor, Mike Flanagan, and Storm Davis will all be over 30. Unless injuries cause problems with that rotation, this is the team everyone will have to chase.

New York — Billy Martin wins. Everywhere. The Yankees have an acceptable lineup.

Boston — Who will take over for Pat Borders? But the starting pitching, with Bert Blyleven, Len Barker, Rick Sutcliffe, and Larry Sorenson is only acceptable elsewhere, can't make it in the A.L. East.